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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The current study is on a topic of relevance and general interest to the readers of the journal. I found the review incomplete and not always clear therefore a major review is needed. There are several points to clarify before you can publish it. I explain my concerns in more detail below. Major comments: -Authors declare that the purpose of this narrative review was to provide a reference guide to support clinicians as they prescribe shoe modifications and foot orthoses to treat diabetic foot ulcers and Charcot joints, but they only partially focus on off-loading for the management of foot ulcers. -The authors make no reference to the IWGDF Guideline on off-loading foot ulcers in persons with diabetes. -Specifically, they do not describe non-removable knee device (or TCC or non-removable walker) with an appropriate foot-device interface as the first-choice of offloading treatment to promote healing of the ulcer. Minor comments: -The authors do not consider important aspects such as common barriers and solutions to using best off-loading treatments. -The bibliographic entries do not report important articles.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS

The author summarized current strategies including shoe modifications and foot orthoses to prevent and treat diabetic foot. However, there were some flaws that should be corrected.

1. The definition of diabetic foot is not widely used. In this manuscript, “The diabetic foot is a broadly defined diagnosis encompassing deformities, skin changes, ulcers, ischemia, infections, and neuropathy occurring in the feet of diabetic patients”. However, the widely accepted definition of diabetic foot is infection, ulceration, or destruction of tissues of the foot of a person with diabetes mellitus, usually accompanied by neuropathy and/or PAD. “The diabetic foot” in this manuscript actually include patients with high risk of diabetic foot. Thus, it is necessary to modify the title and corresponding content of the manuscript.

2. Page 3, line 49, “The diabetic foot is caused by diabetic foot ulcers,” this might be a mistaken.

3. Page 9, the authors arranged a paragraph to describe “charcot arthropathy”. In fact, charcot foot is part of diabetic foot. It could be introduced in the introduction part.

4. The mechanism that modified shoes and orthoses could reduce the risk of diabetic foot lies mainly on the offloading. This could be summarized before the detailed description of various modified shoes and orthoses.

5. Page 10, line 243. The prefabricated removable walking brace. It is noteworthy that nonremovable walkers are the first line suggestions in the IWGDF offloading guideline. Thus, to avoid misunderstanding, corresponding suggestions should be lined in this section.
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The authors have considered my suggestion and improved the paper accordingly. I've non further comments on it.